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Abstract 

In this paper we introduced a new type of social engineering attack via the website. We computed the result and 
then proposed a method to mitigate that attack. The research objective followed by the description of the 
experiment and then the mitigation of the suggested attack. The results were properly tabulated and contained 
the observations of our results. The paper ends with using the Caesar cipher for introducing the new password 
set method and its uniqueness. 
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1. Introduction 

Social Engineering Attack (SEA) is the art of exploiting the weakest link of information security systems i.e., 
the people who are using them. It is a method of gathering information and then performing attacks against the 
gathered information and Information Systems. This attacks results in a huge amount of loss on any individual’s 
life. SEA mainly occurs due to the low awareness of people regarding the digital life. This can be identified 
using the neural network [1]. The objective of this research is to introduce a new type of social engineering 
attack, computing the result and then produce a method to mitigate the attack. A thorough study was performed 
to take a deeper look on the aspects of SEA and then analyze it with the oldest and easiest cryptographic 
technique i.e., Caesar Cipher [2]. An experiment was performed in which the target people were unable about 
the attack and analyzing the information obtained. It is to be noted that this attack was performed only for the 
research and educational purpose and no information was shared or exploited with this attack. The paper begins 
with the research objective followed by the description of the experiment and then the mitigation of the 
suggested attack. The results were properly tabulated and contained the observations of our results. The paper 
ends with using the Caesar cipher for introducing the new password set method and its uniqueness. 

2. Objective 

Our aim is to demonstrate a newer form of social engineering attack and formulate a process for its mitigation. 
Before we introduce the newer form of SEA, lets first look into the available forms of social engineering attack 
like shoulder surfing, baiting, pretexting, stealing passwords, Quid Pro Quo, Tailgating, etc, out of which some 
of them are discussed below. 

2.1. Baiting 

Baiting involves the transfer of malicious software or program in order to take control over the other computer 
mostly for the criminal desire.  It can be in the form of music, movie or games downloaded using a peer-to-peer 
site, or even through a USB flash drive with a company logo labeled like “Final Report on project X-2015” left 
out in the open for you to find.  Then, once the device is used or downloaded, the person or company’s 
computer is infected with malicious software allowing the criminal to advance into your system. 

2.2. Phishing  

Phishing involves false emails, chats, or websites designed to impersonate real systems with the goal of 
capturing sensitive data [3]. It usually mocked-up login page with all the right logos to look legitimate. It could 
also be a message claiming you are the “winner” of some prize or lottery coupled with a request to hand over 
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your bank information, or even a charity plea after a big natural disaster with instructions to wire information to 
the “charity/criminal”. 

2.3. Pretexting  

Pretexting can be referred as the human equivalent of phishing, in which a person impersonates an authority 
figure or someone of trust to gain access to the required login information. One can impersonate co-workers, the 
police, tax authorities or other seemingly legitimate people in order to gain access to your computer and 
information. 

2.4. Quid Pro Quo 

Quid Pro Quo is a request of any information in exchange for some compensation. It could be anything from 
goodies to real money, or a researcher asking for your password as part of an experiment in exchange for Rs 
5000.  If it sounds too good to be true, it is probably a quid pro quo. 

2.5. Tailgating  

Tailgating is when someone follows victim into a restricted area or system. This is when someone asks to hold 
the door open as they forgot their company RFID (Radio frequency identification) card. This could also take 
form as someone asking to borrow phone or laptop to perform a simple action when they are actually installing 
some malicious software. 

2.6. Stealing Password 

People have tendency to save their passwords in their browser which makes it easy to handle their various 
accounts [4]. At times it seems very easy to store and use it as it doesn’t require remembering the password for 
the different sites. But even this can be very dangerous as there are many web browser password stealers which 
can steal all the saved passwords. 

2.7. Shoulder Surfing 

In this the attacker surfs over the user in order to collect his personal information to verify whether it is used as a 
password or for other authentication purpose. 

2.8. Dictionary Attack 

A dictionary attack is an attack attempted on authentication data by trying all the possible words in a dictionary. 
This is not exactly a type of Social Engineering attack but it was important to mention this attack here as it is 
one of most efficient and frequently used attacks in present scenario. The Dictionary is mainly formed based on 
the information gathered through social engineering. It attempts only to a targeted list of weak passwords or on a 
limited number of key combinations that has a high rate of success [5]. Hence the dictionary attack is always 
faster than brute-force attack. It becomes easy if the password chosen is short, weak or common but it becomes 
very complicated and may not give result when any special characters and numbers are included as passwords. 
It is usually the first choice of the attacker before trying the brute-force attack. Some of the softwares used for 
various forms of dictionary attack are Metasploit, Brutus, Hydra, Cain & Abel, many scripting programs. 

These attacks can be minimized by acting smartly and maintaining proper privacy of the information. Now days 
increasing number of sites and making people register in those sites can led to a new type of attack. People tend 
to register in many sites with the same passwords because they can’t memorize a ton of passwords for every 
other site. This human vulnerability can be used to exploit any person. Once an attacker came to know about this 
common password then he can exploit that person on various platforms. Keeping this on account, we performed 
an experiment in our university, targeting approximately 150 students. 

3. Experimental Study 

We performed a social engineering attack with the objective to know this common password. After knowing this 
password we tried to exploit the user to know that whether we can use those credentials to login into their email, 
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn. We found interesting results. 
Our experiment started after making a website for one of the event organized in our university. In the website 
we asked students to register and make them their own portal after which they can use that to choose their 
respective country. We posted a warning message to keep the password safe from others. In the database we 
didn’t kept the password in the MD5 (Message Digest) hash which is the most common type of hashing 
technique chosen, rather we kept the password in VARCHAR so that we can have easy access to the username 
and password of our target. We made the registration page with the query like first name, middle name, last 
name, email id, username, passwords, date of birth, mobile number, alternate email address, and the security 
questions. Even in the security questions we entered the several security questions which were exactly in the 
match from the common question being asked while registering in sites like Google, Facebook etc as shown in 
figure 1. 
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Now we will use this encryption method to modify our password combination and make it more powerful [6]. 
Assuming our unique password to be very strong and for this instance we took the password as 
“Prashant$4007”. This password has the combination of alpha numeric and special symbols, even there is case 
change which makes it very tough for the Brute-force attacker to crack it. But since the attacker is using the 
website as a method to know the password so it’s easy for them to know this password and can use it to exploit 
us. So what we are doing here is that we are encrypting this password with the uniform resource locator (URL) 
of the site using the Caesar cipher technique [6].  

Suppose we are visiting the website facebook.com so we can encrypt our password with the URL of the site. 
Here we will also follow the ROT 1 method of the Caesar Cipher technique to encrypt our password [1]. The 
reason for following the ROT 1 method is that it is easy and fast to apply. 

We will first take the two letters from our main password combination then will add an extra bit from the first 
character of the URL after shifting the first bit by 1. If we happen to encounter with a symbol then we will keep 
that as it is. Let’s take that we are visiting certain website and our main password combination is Prashant$4007 
[7]. The results are displayed in the table 4. 

Table 4: The password combination for different sites. 

Main Password Combination Sites we are visiting Final password combination 

Prashant$4007 Facebook Prgasfhapntb$4c00l7 

Prashant$4007 Gmail Prhasjhanntm$4b00h7 

Prashant$4007 Twitter Pruasuhasntj$4f00x7 

Similarly this table can be modified by using the ROT 2 or higher rotation scheme. A person can even change 
the position like here we inserted after every 2 letter, one can enter after each letter or may be after 3. 

5. Results and Discussion 

From the above discussion we have developed a unique table for ciphering password and making it unique for 
each website. Even for this we don’t need to remember each passwords as the password combination can be set 
just with the URL of the site we register into. This method not only targets on the uniqueness of the password 
and its memorability but also onto the increase in the strength of the passwords. We checked our password 
strength [8] and results were obtained from which we conclude that our password strength also got increased 
approximately by 1012 times. 

Table 5: Time taken to crack the different password combinations using Brute-force [8]. 

Password Time to crack (a desktop PC) (Year) 

Prashant$4007 26 x 106   

Prgasfhapntb$4c00l7 5 x 1018

Prhasjhanntm$4b00h7 5 x 1018

Pruasuhasntj$4f00x7 5 x 1018

Although this takes a bit a time to make it come into practice but is a very safer way to have the account. Even 
though attacker compromises with the one account he may not have access to all other account. 

6. Future Work 

We are working on the program which will generate the password combinations once the people register in the 
site and input the URL and their password combination which will be encrypted. This program will be written in 
python language and will give the user right to change the value and create their own encryption method using 
all form of Caesar cipher method. 
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